
       INSTALLATION INFO for DNA  
                         HUSABERG filter 
                         R-HU6SM05-01                                   

 
The DNA R-HU6SM05-01 Filter is designed to 
replace the stock foam filter of the Husaberg All 00’-08’, FC 450/4 04’-08’, FC 550/4 
04’-08’, FE 450 E 04’-08’, FE 550 E 04’-08’, FE 650 E 04’-08’, FS 450 E 04’-08’, FS 450 
E Competition 04’-08’, FS 650 E 04’-08’, FS 650 E Competition 04’-08’, FE 550 07’-08’ 
and increases the airflow, Power, Torque and Throttle response. 
 
 
The following procedure is necessary if you are using the DNA filter. 
 

1. Remove the old filter and clean very well the area that the filter seals against the 
frame tube, located under the seat. 

2. The DNA filter seals against the frame tube via a special EVA foam O-ring. Apply 
DNA sealing grease (provided with the filter) on the O-ring evenly.  

3. Install the DNA filter on the frame following the information that is on the filter top! 
use the special bolt and spacer that is provided. 

     Do not over tighten!  

4.  Attention! 

Before re-installing the seat check carefully that the seat is not squeezing the filter.  
Depending on the manufacturing year of your bike there is a possibility that the seat will be 
squeezing against the filter. This happens because seats from different manufacturers are 
used.  
Also the seat could be deformed due to age and sit lower reducing the space available for 
the filter.  
If this is the issue you must trim the bottom of the seat to allow enough space for the filter, 
and the air that circulates around the filter. 
Proper circulation of the air around the filter is very important! for power. 
Note: Super Moto Racers usually modify the seat cutting a large 60-80mm hole!! 

to allow enough air to reach the filter from the top (cold air) 

5. If the DNA filter is damaged by the seat due to insufficient space it will not be 
covered by warranty.  

6. The DNA R-HU6SM05-01 filter is covered by the DNA Off Road Warranty 

Please read the warranty card carefully. 

 
The manufacturer and seller make no warranties express or implied which extend beyond the description 

of the goods contained herein. Any description of this product is for the purpose of identifying it and shall 
not be deemed to create an express warranty. 


